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About This Game

The Last Cargo is a atmospheric top-down exploration survival horror - where your road to independence leads
through the hell of imprisonment.

About TLC:

The Last Cargo creates unique challenges and offers unconventional gameplay, requiring not only awareness and skill, but also
invoking the need of deeper reflection.

The main theme of The Last Cargo is indoctrination, whose purpose is to control the way an individual perceives and evaluates
reality. This issue was presented as an allegory, in a minimalist way.

The action takes place in a mysterious building with specific features, where many objects of your surroundings are randomized
during each play, so that each subsequent trial to endure this nightmare is unique. Your goal is to recover autonomy and

subjectivity for the eponymous cargo.
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Main Features:

 Every game is different because of the unique randomising system

 Consequence mechanics influencing many additional factors in the game

 No hand holding - draw conclusions and learn from mistakes

 Optional permadeath and survival modes

 18 perks, each with 3 stages of development

 6 different endings, dependent on the player's choices

 3 difficulty levels (but no easy mode)
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Title: The Last Cargo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Ehnenu
Publisher:
Ehnenu
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum resolution: 1280x720

English,Polish
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Loved this in the initial Aerofly FS. Glad to have it back and for a fair price. Still my favourite photoreal scenery in any sim to
date. Thanks!. My wife loves it.. Great song. Meilun\u2019s voice really is beautiful!. Very interesting game with a cool story. I
would like to see a longer/more complicated game from this developer, because this was truly entertaining! Worth playing.. If I
were to describe Spheritis in a single word, I would probably call it "hopeful". I would also be inclined to call it "convoluted",
which is unfourtunately the word that stands out to me.

Spheritis is a game in the same vein as Ballance, Aerox, Monkey Ball and a good number of others. In these games you roll a
ball around a stage, solving puzzles and watching as the natural flow of the level either provides the feeling of speeding along
rolling hills or the curves of a racetrack, or sends you off the side and into oblivion. Most games of this ball-rolling genre have
one or the other, but more often they are a mix.

Currently, Spheritis is halfway there, by which I mean it's slow. No matter which type of ball you're using, the control always
feels like it's giving into the terrain more than your keyboard, and I often find them sliding further than I wanted them to even
when I don't have to deal with ice, as if they're all made of heavy stone. Granted, this isn't all that much of a problem in the end,
but it can be annoying.

Next, the levels, and this is where "convoluted" comes into it. In each level you are required to press a number of switches that
will open the exit portal, avoiding traps and other hazards along the way. To do this you are afforded six different powerups - so
far I have found Jump, Speed, Levitate and Shrink. Might edit this review once I find the other two - that will help you reach
those switches. At first it doesn't sound like a problem, but having to go back and forth across the level, finding the wood ball
workshop to be light enough to boost over the gap to get the shrink powerup to then get that button at the other end of the map
but oh wait... crushy trap in the way. I need to go back to change to a steel ball in order to get through.

Convoluted. That word is the bane of many games, but this type I feel suffers more from it. Ball-rolling (or whatever the actual
name for the genre is) games need to have a certain flow to them in order to stay fun. Ballance did this perfectly, which each
part of the level leading onto the next. The puzzles still needed to be solved, but it really felt like you were getting somewhere
once you did so. In its current state, Spheritis will have you backtracking again and again, looking for where you left that stone
ball workshop so that the spikes won't kill you. There are also bonus stars to find in each level, though right now I don't really
see what they add other then something to have an achievement for.

Now for the "hopeful" side. Spheritis looks like it has potential, definitely. While the level designs could do with some more
imagination, and the mechanics given a few tweaks here or there, I do think some of the groundwork and developer skill is
evident so far. Especially given the fact that this is just one person who has made this entire game so far. I... wouldn't say buy it
just yet - although at just \u00a35.00, that's pretty cheap to be fair - but keep an eye on it. It could be a worthy addition to the
genre given time.. Pleasant graphics, exciting gameplay. The game has steep and entertaining learning curve.
Works well on Macbook Air 2012. No glitches at all, so I think it should run smoothly on most of the old computers.
I definitely can recommend this game. Ok, I love this game. I do find it hard to start. There is a huge map and it seems to me to
be impossible to start without a game plan. By that I mean you need to know what you want to start with, where you want to start
and how to organize your buildings so that power and accessibility cover everything. You need to plan a village out so that all the
basic needs are met. Then you can expand and t he same things apply there - what, where and how. At least for me this is a very
complicated exercise and I have restarted the game alot. The game is excellent and very deep, but don't think that you can just
build a city and it will take care of it's self... it won't. The Devs have done a great job and have a well mapped out road map of
their plans for this game. I do believe that when finished this game will be a true jewel. I'm writing this while trying to figure
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out how to address a problem I made for myself by plopping down buildings without examining if the power will cover them.
Now, do I start over and find a way to fix it... pretty sure I know the solution. If you like an enjoyable but very complex city
builder this is the game you are looking for. Meanwhile I'm going back to see if I can fix my mistake.. This is an amazing VR
project. Besides, it`s completely free. You are in a real museum. You see real paintings and sculptures. Incredible feelings and
thoughts! I highly recommend it!. I played this game in VR, and it was a VR game that made me understand what games that
just give you presence in a first-person shooter or RPG lacked. The sound design was amazing and the cues and music
reverberrated throughout me. The simple visual style of bold lines and vibrant colors rendered incredibly well in my first-gen
Vive without letting me notice screen-door effects. By itself, the game is a fun and colorful series of puzzles, but as a VR
experience it was simply enchanting to be able to get up close to these little rooms with creatures or people or objects or singing
heads.. I never thought I would like this game so much
the story, the music, the characters, the graphics..
 everything is perfect, cant wait for the next 2 episodes!
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This puzzle game is one of the creative ones i've ever seen, it has a fun gameplay and very good soundtrack (which I already
bought and downloaded to my phone). HOWEVER, there are some serious flaws that must be considered:

1. Perhaps it is just me, but my mouse just can't move the 'caos pieces' (the bubbles that must be moved to solve the levels). I've
checked the settings for the mouse and game and still nothing. Luckily I have a touch screan on my laptop through I manage to
play this but still, it's my #1 problem with the game.
2. The random layout of each level is too random sometimes, and while I tried to solve the very first level for 5-10 mins the
second one took me a minute or two.
3. This one is a minor problem but still is there - The is a pts. system in the game that I find nearly usefull, there's nothing you
can do with the points you get from each level other but watching them climb up. So you solved a level in a minute faster that
your previews attempt, you got 150+ points and then what? It doesn't reward you or something like that, just adds to your total
and that's it.

As for 1 and 3, if i'm mistaken you could leave a comment corecting me, i'll be thankful but if not, I would love to see these
things get fixed\/changed\/solved. Other than that great game:)
8\/10

EDIT: It turns out I didn't do my research deep enough, you need to disable the touch screen to enable mouse movement. If
anyone has this problem too just search the web how to do that, it's rather simple.. Digital insanity for only $1.69! (on sale) Had
this on wishlist for longest time due to no lunux version (HINT!) but on sale even I was lured back into windows 7 to give it a
try. A wonderful Lovecraftian nigtmare. And I am talking about the game not windows 7. Pretty sure the great old ones used
linux and so should you.. Well worth $5. This game was the best thing Kongregate had seen in years and I'm really hapy that not
only did the dev get a version on steam quickly, but that it's so much more polished. I really hope more content keeps coming
because it's a lot of fun.. This game is about a birthday. The birthday does not happen to be good; in fact, it's quite the opposite!
Yes, this birthday is bad. For example, a typical "good" birthday would not cause you to somehow die from opening a door. Or
cause you to fall through solid earth into an abhorrently dark cavern full of water, bat noises, and stretched out textures. While I
have only played 0.3 hours so far, and gotten to the part of the game where elderly men show me their teeth until I die, I can
confidently proclaim this game lives up to its name, and if you come into this experience expecting a good birthday... boy
howdy will you find yourself sorely mistaken!

Also I've found that doing a lot of drugs before playing this helps. The model does a good job. Weapons are more difficult. .
Especially BOSS.. Worth getting on sale if you are a fan of hidden object kind of games or even a short mystery , good for a
break from intense games.. This is a short little game that is worth its price. It isn't at all historically accurate, and really consists
more of moving figures reminiscent of toy soldiers to defeat others. You play as the Union and have to destroy the Rebels.
Depending on your set-up you either have to wipe them all out or just the enemy general.

As I said, it is at least worth its price.. Wow, how much is wrong with this one? After 1 hour just some of the problems I
observed. Bow units are WAY overpowered, having way too much range, being way too accurate when firing indirectly and
having special abilities that allow them to effectively attack too many units at once. I mean one of my units was BEHIND A
BUILDING and was destroyed in 2 turns by indirect bow fire from maximum range. Ouch!! Then I got one of my infantry into
melee with an enemy bow unit, and I did acceptable damage, only to watch on the AI's next turn that same bow unit disengage
without taking any damage, move back one hex then turn and fire a crippling volley into my unit. Totally inconceivable that a
bow unit would be able to disengage from a melee unit(that they are supposed to be vulnerable to) unscathed, then turn and
launch an effective attack against that unit.
I think the AI is given way too much of an advantage, AI units would rally almost immediately after being broken, while my
units seldom, if ever rallied.
I like hex-based tactical combat games and have played my share, but this one left me less than impressed. Based on this
disappointing experience, I can not recommend this one at all.. A fantastic game indeed. It has nice little quests and great
soothing soundtracks.
The controls are smooth and simplistic, and the atmosphere is pretty pleasing.
The gameplay gets more and more immersive as well.

A 10\/10 from me.
Definitely worth the little the creator asks for!
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